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1 Introduction

Effective competition in the EU is an essential precondition for a competitiveness of European industry.\(^1\)

1.1 Topic of the thesis

Picture of gas market in Europe has in the past years, changed tremendously from a mostly monopolistic, State regulated to a more liberalized market open to various market players. But it has still not achieved a fully liberalized market yet. The CJEU decided already in one of the most important decisions, *Costa v. ENEL*\(^2\) that the same rules on competition apply in the energy sector as they apply in other sectors. Especially in the Central Europe that was historically influenced by monopolistic, closed market,\(^3\) has the liberalization been developing slowly. The countries are in addition still strongly dependent on the Russian gas.

Because of, on the one hand turbulent situation of the gas market situation because of political reasons, and on the other hand the efforts and reforms of the EU to liberalize the EU gas market, I decided to dedicate the topic of my thesis to midstream gas market in the European Union in a perspective of fair competition.

In order to achieve a fully competitive, liberalized market, it is also important that it is relatively easy for new entrants to enter the gas market. Therefore a chapter of the thesis will look upon how to successfully enter the European gas market regarding fair competition rules in the EU. If the companies are entering the EU market, then they are regulated by the EU legislation. Therefore it is important that when they enter EU market, they consider first on what kind of actions they can impose regarding the relevant rules.

In order to understand what the fair competition actually means and how it is applied, an explanation of how it is defined in the EU legal sources and its interpretation will be given.

\(^{1}\) Jones et al. EU Energy Law Volume II EU Competition Law and Energy Markets, pp.103 para. 3.1

\(^{2}\) Case C-6/64 Costa v. ENEL (1964)

\(^{3}\) European Commission Sector Inquiry Gas
One of the steps when assessing the question of fair competition is defining relevant market. As the focus on the definition and interpretation will not be later in the thesis, a short description will be given here its meaning here. When assessing competition, the definition of market is often uncertain\(^4\) and therefore is important to define the relevant market and to measure market concentration. The two components that are important is the product and geographical market. A short answer to the question what the geographic market analyzed in the thesis is, is market in the Central European Member States, both national and transboundary market. On the other side is the answer to what the product market is financial and physical market of natural gas. Defining of the market can be rather lengthy and complicated and will therefore not be included directly in the text of the thesis, but it will be considered indirectly through relevant cases, as i.e. through Commission’s inspections in gas sector.

**1.2 Fair competition as a concept**

Competition is defined as "relationship between a number of undertakings which sell goods or services of the same kind at the same time to an identifiable group of customers."\(^5\) Fair competition can be understood in two ways, as an opposite meaning of unfair, or as competition based on efficiency of undertakings.\(^6\) The EU has been imposing competition according to the latter.

Specifically in the EU, a definition of competition could be concluded from the Articles 3(1)(a) and 101 TFEU, but there is no proper definition offered.\(^7\) Because competition in the EU is also considered as policy, that determines on how competition is applied in the gas sector. Because the latter is of particular importance as a service of a general economic

---

\(^4\) Jones, Sufrin. EU Competition Law. 4\(^{th}\) edition., pp. 174, footnote 301

\(^5\) Definition by Goyder D. in:Cameron. Competition in energy markets: law and regulation in the European Union, pp. 5

\(^6\) Akman. The Concept of Abuse in EU Competition Law: Law and Economic Approaches. Pp. 79

\(^7\) Cameron. Competition in energy markets: law and regulation in the European Union, pp. 6
interest, competition policy applies in the gas sector, regarding TFEU. Additionally apply competition rules, such as Articles 101 and 102 TFEU in the gas sector when gas utilities are acting in a way that may present a prohibition of the Articles.

1.3 Research question

There are two main questions that will be answered in the thesis. The first main and major question is how fair is the competition in the EU midstream gas market both in the EU in general, but especially in the Central European Member States. The question needs to be approached regarding more aspects. One of the aspects is if the gas companies were acting in accordance with EU rules on fair competition, both relevant provisions of TFEU and Gas legislative package. Furthermore, it is important if all the parties had the same conditions to access the pipelines regarding Third Party Access rules and also if the utilities in different stages of gas market were unbundled. This question is important because new entrants often lack effective access to network (and also to storage and liquid natural gas terminals).

The second question that a shorter part of the thesis will be dedicated to is how to successfully enter the EU midstream gas market in a sense of fair competition rules of the EU.

1.4 Structure of the thesis

In order to answer the research question on how fair the competition in the midstream gas market in the EU is and how to successfully enter EU gas market, the thesis will be divided into three main topics. Firstly will the focus be on how fair competition in the gas market in Europe is. The focus of the second part will be on the picture of the gas market in some Central European Countries. In the last part the focus will be on how it would be possible to successfully enter European gas market regarding fair competition rules.

8 Cameron. Competition in energy markets: law and regulation in the European Union, pp. 6
9 Such as Third Gas Directive, Gas Regulation.
10 TPA and unbundling are regulated by the Third Gas Directive.
In order to come to a conclusion on what the fair competition in the upstream gas market is, how it works and what kind of actions are permitted, two issues need to be analyzed. Firstly, it is important to analyze how the concept of fair competition is understood in the EU and on the other hand, how fair competition specifically in the gas market is understood. In relation to the latter, a part of the thesis will look upon forms of cooperation and agreements that have occurred between competitors in the gas market. Additionally, a focus will be on analysis of which forms of cooperation are prohibited and are limiting fair competition and which forms are permitted or represent exemption.

This topic needs to be addressed due to the specifics and costs of the gas trade that pushed gas companies to cooperate with each other. Such cooperation can either be in a form that does not distort competition or in a form that does, which happens very often. Therefore it is important to analyze each case separately and consider all the specifics of a case, such as situation in the gas market of a certain Member State, number of actors in that gas market, types of contracts made between actors etc. Specifically in the gas market the abuses have been made either through State Aids or through actions of some of the major gas providers, which have additionally connected with smaller gas market players in the regional markets. Therefore the focus will be on the cases in the area of joint marketing of gas and different types of agreements between energy utilities.

Last but not least topic of the thesis will be focused on analysis of what is contained in the criteria of fair competition, how it has been applied and how it fits to the gas market in Central Europe.

A very interesting issue that drew my attention is how to successfully enter the European gas market as an actor in gas trade in a sense of what kind of cooperation and actions do the companies need to impose in order to be successful in the competition of the gas trade in the EU.

1.5 Players in the EU gas market

In order to understand better why the fair competition in gas market is important and why the Central European countries are facing problems at achieving a fully liberalized market, it is important to at least have a general picture of the situation of the gas market in the EU.
In gas market in the European Union there are, more or less, seven biggest energy utilities in Europe that operates in most of the EU countries and make it therefore rather difficult for the new entrants to enter the market.

The first of the biggest energy utilities is a German electricity and gas company E.ON Ruhrgas.\(^{12}\) E.ON is also a majority shareholder in several regional and supra regional German power suppliers,\(^{13}\) plays an important role in gas market in seven European countries\(^{14}\) and also made some major acquisitions with some of the biggest energy utilities.\(^{15}\)

The second is GDF Suez (from April 2015 called ENGIE). ENGIE is present in the entire gas chain,\(^{16}\) is one of the largest gas companies in Europe and also the largest LNG company in the world.\(^{17}\) GDF Suez is at most present in France where it has 9.4 million contracts, but it is also active in twelve more European countries.\(^{18}\)

Another big utility is French EDF. It is involved both in electricity and gas market\(^{19}\) and was 100% state owned until 2005.\(^{20}\) EDF was initially an electricity company, but has decided to get involved in several countries in the gas market through multi-energy offers.\(^{21}\)

The fourth big utility is a former Italian electricity monopoly ENEL. ENEL is through its organization and cooperation present in different product and geographical markets. It is also involved in the gas sales in Italy.\(^{22}\)

\(^{12}\) EON Ruhrgas Norge, About us

\(^{13}\) Ibid.

\(^{14}\) EON Ruhrgas Norge, About us, Structure

\(^{15}\) The most major ones are the following: Powergen (UK), Sydkraft (Sweden), Statkraft (Norway), majority control of Ruhrgas (Germany), MOL (Hungary), Endesa (Spain).

\(^{16}\) Engie, Information, Gas

\(^{17}\) Ibid.

\(^{18}\) ENGIE is active in: France, Belgium, Austria, Greece, Italy, Hungary, Romania, Czech Republic, Germany, the Netherlands, Luxembourg, Spain Portugal and Poland. Data from: http://www.engie.com/en/group/strategy/our-international-presence/europe/

\(^{19}\) EDF, Information for public

\(^{20}\) Seven case studies of Changing Strategies of Major European Energy Utilities since Market Liberalization

\(^{21}\) Ibid.

\(^{22}\) Ibid.
RWE is the fifth largest gas company in Europe\textsuperscript{23} and is present in the oil and gas upstream and midstream markets in Europe.\textsuperscript{24} Gazprom is a very important supplier of gas in Europe with the world’s largest transmission system.\textsuperscript{25} Gazprom is importing gas to Europe by a unified export channel and holds an exclusive right to export gas via gas pipelines from Russia\textsuperscript{26} and is also very dependent on the exports of its gas to majority of the EU Member States, as that represents 54\% of the company's exports. Gazprom is the only Russian importer of gas to the EU.\textsuperscript{27} Gazprom has also worked on establishing its own pipeline capacity in the EU in a way of purchasing Wingas' shares, the interconnector between the UK and Belgium, and potentially also in the BBL pipeline from the Netherlands to the UK.\textsuperscript{28}

\section*{1.6 Methodology and sources}
As the research question of the topic is on how fair the competition in the midstream gas market in the EU is, focus will be on two issues. On the one hand, analysis of the rules and regulations of the EU competition rules in general will be made, and on the other hand, the focus will be on the situation of gas market in the EU.
As the research is focused purely on the EU market, legal sources of the EU will be analyzed. The use of both EU primary legislation, such as Articles 101 and 102 of the TFEU and sector specific legislation as secondary legislation in the field of gas market will be made. Besides legislative sources it is also important to use case law, especially the decisions made by the European Court of Justice as the most important interpreter of the EU law and decisions of authorities of Member States. Besides decisions of the ECJ it is also important to look upon the decisions made by the European Commission in the field of gas.

\begin{footnotesize}
\begin{enumerate}
\item RWE, about the company
\item RWE Annual Report 2014
\item Gazprom, About Marketing
\item Ibid.
\item Eni report on natural gas 2015
\item Sartori. The European Commission vs. Gazprom: An Issue of Fair Competition or a Foreign Policy Quarrel?
\end{enumerate}
\end{footnotesize}
market in the EU. To support interpretation and analysis will I also refer to legal theorists and use their interpretations in the relevant parts.

Additionally, consideration of decisions made by national competition authorities will be made in cases of analysis national markets of Member States. In order to get the picture of the national gas markets, various webpages of relevant authorities and gas companies will be used.
2 Competition law in midstream gas market of the EU

Sale of gas is more limited than sale of other commodities because the specifics of gas make its transportation quite limited. Therefore gas, except of Liquefied Natural Gas, can only be transported through pipelines, construction of which is very costly. Competition policy in the EU is concerned about antitrusts, merger control, state monopolies and state aid.

Another reason why competition in gas market is so important is because the situation in Europe in the gas market was historically rather non-competition friendly. Companies were in a big part state-owned and were obtaining dominant, sometimes even monopolistic positions in the states. As the trade of gas is very specific due to its dependence on the infrastructure and used to be in the hands of Member States regulation, special rules for fair trade of gas had to be made. Therefore, gas market opened up in 2000 and energy sector became a priority for European competition policy. First of all, the Articles of the Treaty on the Functioning of the European Union apply to trade of gas. Additionally, there are also sector specific regulations that apply to the trade of gas. To understand what a fair competition in gas market is, one needs to firstly understand the general competition rules in the EU and furthermore sector specific rules on competition in market of gas.

2.1 Applicable EU competition law

The legal sources of the EU competition law appear are defined both on primary level, in the Treaty on Functioning of the European Union, as well as on the secondary level in the Directives and Regulations. Firstly examination of the meaning and content of the relevant legal sources will be given. Furthermore it will be shown how the sources apply to the gas sector. Case law will be referred to when applicable.

____________________________________

29 Commission, Competition Report 2001, p. 27, para. 85-96
2.1.1 Treaty on the Functioning of the European Union

Common rules on competition are written down in the Chapter 1 of the Title VII of the Treaty on the Functioning of the European Union\(^{30}\) (herein after: TFEU). For the purposes of the thesis the important articles regarding EU competition law are 101 and 102 TFEU.

2.1.1.1 Article 101 TFEU

Article 101 TFEU states a list of agreements and decisions that shall be nulled and void.\(^{31}\) Court of Justice of the European Union developed a reach palette of cases\(^{31}\) deciding on what is considered as an agreement that is null and void.

The Article 101 reads as follows:

“1. The following shall be prohibited as incompatible with the internal market: all agreements between undertakings, decisions by associations of undertakings and concerted practices which may affect trade between Member States and which have as their object or effect the prevention, restriction or distortion of competition within the internal market, and in particular those which:

(a) directly or indirectly fix purchase or selling prices or any other trading conditions;
(b) limit or control production, markets, technical development, or investment;
(c) share markets or sources of supply;
(d) apply dissimilar conditions to equivalent transactions with other trading parties, thereby placing them at a competitive disadvantage;
(e) make the conclusion of contracts subject to acceptance by the other parties of supplementary obligations which, by their nature or according to commercial usage, have no connection with the subject of such contracts.

2. Any agreements or decisions prohibited pursuant to this Article shall be automatically void.

3. The provisions of paragraph 1 may, however, be declared inapplicable in the case of:
   - any agreement or category of agreements between undertakings,

---

\(^{30}\) Treaty on the Functioning of the European Union TFEU C 326/49

\(^{31}\) Polypropylene case T-1/89, Graphite Electrodes cartel OJ L100/1, PVC OJ L239/3
- any decision or category of decisions by associations of undertakings,
- any concerted practice or category of concerted practices,
which contributes to improving the production or distribution of goods or to promoting
technical or economic progress, while allowing consumers a fair share of the resulting
benefit, and which does not:
(a) impose on the undertakings concerned restrictions which are not indispensable to the
attainment of these objectives;
(b) afford such undertakings the possibility of eliminating competition in respect of a sub-
stantial part of the products in question.”

Article 101 is applicable to restrictive agreements between market actors both in cases of
vertical and horizontal agreements. Under 101(1) TFEU an act is considered as a prohibi-
tion, the following conditions need to be considered:
1. Whether two or more undertakings are entering into a conduct,
2. Whether this conduct is in a form of an agreement, decision of an association of under-
takings or concerted practices,
3. Whether the object of the conduct is prevention, restriction or distortion of competition
in the internal market,
4. Whether the restriction on competition has appreciable effect and whether the conduct
has an effect on cross-border trade.

An entity to be interpreted as undertaking needs to fall into one of the categories of actors
to which the competition rules apply. The term undertaking has been widely interpreted
by the CJEU, and, as stated in Elser v. Macroton: “concept of undertaking encompasses
every entity engaged in economic activity, regardless of the legal status of the entity or the
way in which it is financed.”

32 TFEU, Article 101.
33 Jones, Sufrin. EU Competition Law. 4th edition. p.118
35 Jones, Sufrin. EU Competition Law. 4th edition., p.124
In some cases even Member States can be considered as an undertaking, although, it is a rather complicated decision. But as long as the State is acting as an economic operator, its actions are being ruled by competition law.³⁷

After it has been recognized that there are two or more utilities, in order to prove that there was violation of 101(1) TFEU, it needs to be proved that there existed an agreement, decision of association of undertakings or concerted practice.³⁸ For agreements and decisions to be interpreted as such they do not need to be formal or complete in order to be considered as prohibited.³⁹

As seen from the wording of the Article, actions can also be in a form of concerted practice. In order to understand actions as concerted practices, the following conditions need to be fulfilled:

- two or more undertakings need to perform together,
- undertakings need to act on the market related to the concerted practices and
- there exists a relationship of the cause and effect between the concentration and conduct on the market.⁴⁰

The form in which the utilities are cooperating with each other is not that important. In the Polypropylene case the Court stated that the reason that the Article 101 TFEU (ex 81 EC) distinguishes between the three types of actions is just so that as many forms of cooperation would fall within the meaning of the Article.⁴¹

Although the entities and their actions need to, as decided in British Plasterboard v. Commission⁴² it is not necessary that a violation of the Article 101 results from one action, but it can also result from a series of acts or from continuous conduct.

³⁷ Case C-205/03 P-FENIN v. Commission, Opinion of AG Maduro, para 26
³⁸ Case T-41/96 Bayer v. Commission, para 174
⁴⁰ Case C-49/92P Commission v Anic Partecipazioni (Polypropylene), para 118
⁴¹ Case C-49/92P Commission v Anic Partecipazioni (Polypropylene), para. 112
⁴² Case T-53/03 British Plasterboard v. Commission
In the gas sector, the Commission has been looking upon the actions of gas utilities that might have represented horizontal restrictions, vertical restrictions or merger controls.\textsuperscript{43} The Commission has made three rounds of investigations where it was deciding upon the Article 101.

The first of the three is horizontal restrictions, which are understood as arrangements between actual or potential competitors acting at the same market level and that have as their object or effect the prevention, restriction or distortion of competition.\textsuperscript{44} In order to consider an arrangement as a horizontal restriction, there needs to be involvement of competitors in the arrangement and the latter needs to appreciably restrict competition.\textsuperscript{45} Another type of agreements in the gas sector that might be considered as horizontal restrictions is cooperation agreements, within which scope fall joint selling of gas,\textsuperscript{46} its distribution and market partitioning.\textsuperscript{47} One exception is the so called \textit{de minimis} rule, that allows the companies, whose aggregate market does not exceed 10\% to form a sort of arrangements,\textsuperscript{48} unless companies form cartels and hard core restraints, that are considered as the most serious violations of the Article 101 TFEU.\textsuperscript{49}

The second of the arrangements that might distort competition is vertical agreements that appear between providers and buyers of, in our case, gas. Vertical restraints that are arranged by energy providers and buyers can represent a violation of Art 101 TFEU when they affect the cross-border trade and do not have sufficient benefits that would outweigh competitive defense of it.\textsuperscript{50} Vertical restraints in the gas market can be found as a part of transport, service or other contracts and this is so because many energy providers are vertically integrated firms that are operating at more levels within the chain of supply of gas and

\textsuperscript{43} Jones. EU Energy Law Vol. II EU Competition Law and Energy Markets, pp. 108
\textsuperscript{44} Jones, Sufrin Brenda. EU Competition Law. 4\textsuperscript{th} edition pp. 142-143
\textsuperscript{45} Jones. EU Energy Law Vol. II EU Competition Law and Energy Markets, pp.113
\textsuperscript{46} One example is Corrib case, described latter down in this Chapter
\textsuperscript{48} Commission, De minimis notice, OJ C 368/13, para. 7a
\textsuperscript{49} Commission, De minimis notice, OJ C 368/13, para. 11
\textsuperscript{50} Commission, Vertical restraints guidelines, para. 5, 23, Appendix 4
have therefore possibility to preserve their commercial interests at more levels. One of the most common forms of vertical restraints is market partitioning by territory. One of the examples is GDF/ENI/ENEL case that will be described further down in the thesis.

Commission has therefore investigated several cases where it suspected violation of the Article 101 TFEU. While deciding, it was leaning on its interpretations, interpretations by the CJEU and wording of the Article. It has shown that it will treat the trade of gas in the meaning of fair competition rules very serious and fulfill its goal of setting a fully competitive gas market within the EU.

2.1.1.1.1 Article 102 TFEU

Article 102 TFEU imposes a prohibition on abuse of a dominant position within the internal market or its substantial part. Commission has done so in several cases regarding gas market.

Article 102 TFEU reads as follows:

“Any abuse by one or more undertakings of a dominant position within the internal market or in a substantial part of it shall be prohibited as incompatible with the internal market in so far as it may affect trade between Member States.

Such abuse may, in particular, consist in:

(a) directly or indirectly imposing unfair purchase or selling prices or other unfair trading conditions;
(b) limiting production, markets or technical development to the prejudice of consumers;
(c) applying dissimilar conditions to equivalent transactions with other trading parties, thereby placing them at a competitive disadvantage;

52 Treaty on the Functioning of the European Union, Article 102(1)
53 Commission’s investigations in the gas sector 2007-2010, especially Commission v. Gazprom
(d) making the conclusion of contracts subject to acceptance by the other parties of supplementary obligations which, by their nature or according to commercial usage, have no connection with the subject of such contracts.»

Article 102 TFEU is one of the tools to achieve a functioning internal market. By prohibiting the abuse of a dominant position, the Article constrains such behavior of undertakings that are not sufficiently restrained by other competitors that are operating in the market.

Article 102 is constituted of two parts; the Prohibition and the Consequences of Infringement. Prohibition exists if the following conditions are satisfied:
1. There exists one or more undertakings,
2. The undertaking is in a dominant position,
3. That dominant position must be held within the internal market or a substantial part,
4. There is an abuse of the position and
5. It has an effect on inter-State trade.

Dominant position itself is not prohibited. To make the Article applicable to the case, there needs to be demonstrated both dominance and abuse, but there is not necessary to require causal link between the two.

As in the case of Article 101, there can appear prohibited positions both on horizontal and on vertical level. In the case of horizontal dominance, a firm dominates on the same relevant market. On a vertical level, the dominance mostly concerns downstream markets of the market dominated by the concerned firm, in our case a gas utility. Vertical dominance is most possibly going to arise in cases where the concerned utility controls a so-called essential facility that is considered as an infrastructure that cannot be duplicated and to which

54 TFEU, Article 102.
55 Case C-52/09 Telia Sonera Sverige, para. 20-22
56 Jones, Sufrin EU Competition Law. 4th edition, p.259
57 Ibid., p.261
60 Monti. EC Competition Law, pp. 265
there exists requirement of access in order to compete on downstream market. In cases of essential facilities in the gas sector those can be found in transport and distribution networks and in interconnectors, as such facilities cannot be duplicated. Another type of facilities that might constitute essential facilities is storage facilities, but the latter constitute a prohibition of the Article 102 only in the case that it is the only (largest) facility in its service area. As there is a big part of the gas trade determined by essential facilities, the TPA is so important in the sector.

As stated in the introduction, there is a number of big gas utilities in Europe that are present in several Member States and are obtaining a big part of the local gas market. Such a case is Russian Gazprom, for which the European Commission sent a statement of objections to Gazprom for alleged abuse of dominance on Central and Eastern European gas supply markets.

2.1.1.1.2 The relationship between Articles 101 and 102

Articles 101 and 102 are not mutually exclusive. As it was stated in Hoffman-La Roche both articles may apply to the same contractual arrangements and the Commission has a liberty to proceed either under Article 101 or 102 TFEU upon exclusive requirements when a contract was concluded by a dominant undertaking.

The Commission has been able to apply both articles in the relevant proceedings in the gas sector since undertakings have been obtaining a dominant position. The practice in inspections by Commission of the gas market is rather new and not so developed, but there were made three waves of investigations that I will look more in depth in the next chapter of the thesis.

\[\text{References}\]


\[\text{62 Ibid.}\]

\[\text{63 Ibid. pp. 250}\]

\[\text{64 European Commission Press Release, Antitrust: Commission sends Statement of Objections to Gazprom for alleged abuse of dominance on Central and Eastern European gas supply markets,}\]

\[\text{65 Case 85/76, Hoffman-La Roche&Co AG v. Commission}\]
2.1.2 The Gas Regulation 1775/2005

In the trade of gas one needs to distinguish between two markets: the physical and financial one. In order to have a fully liberalized gas market, both parts need to be liberalized. In order to liberalize the physical market, the Gas Regulation was implemented. The principal aim and main focus of the Gas Regulation was to establish non-discriminatory rules for access conditions to gas transmission systems.\(^{66}\) The Regulation is designed to complete the provisions of the Gas Directive.\(^{67}\) Its content is built upon a set of guidelines for good practice developed in the context of the Madrid Gas Regulatory Forum.\(^{68}\) There are six specific goals set as the overall objective of the Regulation, set in Article 1(1). Goals of the Regulation help achieving the aim of Regulation, which is setting fair rules for access conditions to natural gas transmission system, which is better achieved at Community level than at the national level.\(^{69}\) If the aim would be achieved, than the picture of the gas transmission systems in the EU would show a fully competitive market in the gas trade, at least on the transmission level.

TPA services need to be sufficiently compatible with the competition rules and it needs to be possible to show the benefits of the well functioning internal gas market.\(^{70}\) Furthermore, minimum set of practices needs to ensure that system operator offers services on a non-discriminatory basis, that firm and interruptible TPA services are provided and that network users are offered both long- and short-term services.\(^{71}\) According to Article 5 of the Regulation TSOs need to provide availability of the maximum capacity at all relevant points. Transmission system operators are recommended to implement and publish non-discriminatory and transparent capacity allocation mechanism

\(^{66}\) Regulation EC 1775/2005, Article 4/1(a)
\(^{67}\) With Gas Directive in this case I mean the Second Gas Directive.
\(^{68}\) Madrid Gas Regulatory Forum-Previous Meetings https://ec.europa.eu/energy/en/madrid-forum-previous-meetings
\(^{69}\) Regulation No 1775/2005, Preamble para. 23
\(^{70}\) Cameron. Competition in energy markets: law and regulation in the European Union., pp. 209
\(^{71}\) Regulation 1775/2005 on conditions for access to the natural gas transmission networks, Article 4(1)
that is supposed to: 1. provide appropriate information that would help the gas companies
to decide on the most efficient and rentable investments, 2. Be compatible with the mecha-
nisms of the gas markets, including hubs and at the same time be flexible and adapt to the
situation on the market and 3. be compatible with the network access systems of the Member States.72 In the connection with congestion management, Article 5(3) of the Regulation
tries to balance the need to free up unused capacity in accordance with the principle of ‘use
it or lose it’ on the one hand and, on the other hand still make it available to use to the
holders of capacity when necessary and at the same time keep the liquidity of capacity.73
Regarding transparency requirements, the Article 6 sets out six minimum standards. The
aim of the Article is to ensure as effective access to gas networks as possible, by providing
information on technical requirements and available capacity.74
As the aim of this Regulation is to set fair rules for access conditions to natural gas trans-
mission systems and make the rules legally binding, the rules are set in a way to achieve
such situation at the Community level. In order to achieve a proper functioning internal gas
market, the rules on fair access conditions and third party access are important and Regulation
plays an important role at securing them.

2.1.3 Third Gas Directive

The common aim of the energy regulation is to make the energy market fully effective and
to create a single EU gas market.75 That is additionally seen from the following statement
from the Preamble of the Directive: “Promoting fair competition and easy access for dif-
ferent suppliers should be of the utmost importance for Member States in order to take full
advantage of the opportunities of a liberalized internal market in natural gas.”76

72 Ibid., Article 5(2)
73 Ibid., pp. 210
74 Ibid., pp. 211
75 Directive 2009/73/EC, Preamble, paragraph 60.
76 Ibid., paragraph 54
Although rules on unbundling were already present in the Second Gas Directive, market reality after implementation of the Directive was still showing vertical integration with lack of independence of system operators, lack of transparency and TSO cooperation.\textsuperscript{77} To improve situation, the Directive sets rules on unbundling and open and fair retail markets. In order to achieve the latter, Article 37 requires Member States to open their national gas market. The aim of unbundling is to separate supply and production of gas from the TSOs, so that no company would be allowed to hold a majority share or interfere in the work of a TSO.\textsuperscript{78} Energy supply companies would still be able to formally own gas transmission network, but they must do so through a subsidiary\textsuperscript{79}.

In the paragraph about the Article 102 TFEU, the essential facilities doctrine was mentioned. The latter is in some way implemented into the Third Gas Directive with the Third Party Access, which is regulated in the Chapter VII of the Directive.

The Directive advises the Member States to ensure the implementation of a system of TPA to the transmission and distribution system.\textsuperscript{80} When imposing the TPA, Member States shall apply the objectives of open and fair access, achieving competitive market in natural gas and avoiding abuses of a dominant position in the market.\textsuperscript{81} Furthermore, Member States are allowed, when imposing measure to provide TPA, to take into account several matters that might cause problems to the Member States regarding the market and are described in Article 34(2) of the Directive.\textsuperscript{82}

Both Regulation 1775/2005 and Directive 2009/73/EC aim at a fully operative internal gas market with fair competition and non-discriminatory access conditions. Bigger independence of the transmission system operators is supposed to make unbundling more successful,
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but it is upon the Member States to provide a sufficient level of protection and regulation in order to achieve the aim of Directive. Since Member States need to impose measures to provide effectiveness of the Third Gas Directive, it is important that first of all, they consider what type of measures they need to impose and second of all, that they cooperate very well with the National Competition Authorities that will be able to monitor improvements that are leading towards a fully competitive internal market of gas.

2.2 How fair is competition in the gas market of the EU

Gas is being traded transboundary and is, due to constructions of new pipelines, becoming more widely spread, but yet it is still not (except of the LNG), as global commodity as oil. In the EU a big amount of gas supplies is coming from non-EU countries on the basis of the long-term contracts. In addition is gas less exposed to competition in pricing than oil. There are also elements of the natural monopoly in pipeline networks that impose limits on competition in that market. Gas operations have a vertically integrated character, which means that there is a chain from production to consumption, which causes that an action in one stage has an influence to the other stages in the gas chain. Gas sector has been under scrutiny of the Commission and the Commission has been applying competition in upstream gas sector in a big extent in order to complement the liberalization process. Commission has been dealing with three rounds of investigations in the gas sector until now where it has been investigating possible breaches of Articles 101 and 102 TFEU, and sector specific regulation.

2.2.1 Competition policy in the EU

Under the Article 105 TFEU the Commission has to ensure that the principles of the Articles 101 and 102 TFEU are applied in the actions of the actors within the EU and in case
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they are not, it should investigate and propose appropriate measures in order to achieve the goal.\textsuperscript{87}

Commission has been, due to its competence assigned by the Article 105, investigating gas companies in three rounds. During investigations it had focus in three areas; the anti-competitive barriers to competition between suppliers, anti-competitive obstacles for effective and non-discriminatory third party access and the anti-competitive behavior of suppliers by imposing ‘destination clauses’ in the contracts with the wholesalers from the EU.\textsuperscript{88}

\textbf{2.2.1.1 Commission’s investigations in 2001}

The first round of investigations settled some principles in the EU gas market. One of the important principles is that joint selling of gas by producers is not permitted, unless exceptional circumstances occur.\textsuperscript{89}

The scope of investigation was divided into two parts; joint marketing of gas and territorial sales restrictions.

\textit{2.2.1.1.1 Joint marketing of gas}

There were two types of joint marketing made by producers that drew concerns to the Commission: joint marketing arrangements for a single country (GFU case) and joint marketing arrangements concerning a single gas field (Corrib case).\textsuperscript{90}

GFU had an exclusive negotiating right for sales of Norwegian gas. The Commission held an opinion that the selling scheme of several Norwegian gas companies was incompatible with the EU competition law as it caused rigidity and lack of liquidity.\textsuperscript{91} The outcome of the case was two main commitments made by Statoil and Norsk Hydro, Norway’s biggest producers of natural gas: the discontinuation of all joint marketing and sales activities that
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are incompatible with the EC law and to reserve certain gas volumes for new customers which have in the past not purchased gas from Norwegian gas producers.  

Regarding joint marketing sales for a single gas field, the Commission was concerned about the actions imposed on the Irish gas field Corrib where companies Enterprise Energy Ireland Limited, Statoil and Marathon applied for an exemption under the Article 101(3) TFEU to jointly market the gas for the first five years of production. That was in their opinion necessary in order to balance the countervailing purchasing power of the Irish companies. In that case the Commission confirmed that the policy of the EU is not to tolerate joint selling of gas, unless there are compelling reasons for a justification of it. With such explanation, it showed that the exemption of Article 101(3) TFEU will be also in future interpreted restrictively.

The third case investigated by the Commission was the DUC/DONG case that also concerned restrictive provisions contained in the gas supply contracts that were concluded with the Danish gas supplier, DONG. The case could be split into three issues: joint marketing, restrictions on use and access.

Regarding the joint marketing, the Commission thought that the joint activities reduced the consumer’s options on choosing between suppliers or producers and therefore the competition was restricted in a sense of the Article 101 TFEU. Joint marketing provided by the contracts of the gas producers resulted in joint coordination of sales between independent gas operators. The Commission and Danish competition authorities agreed that the DUC
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partners are free to sell gas into the Danish market without the risk that the reduction clause would be invoked.  

Concerning restrictions on use, the supply contracts that DONG required were to report to the DUC partners the volumes of gas that was sold to certain categories of consumers in order to benefit from a special price formulae for these customers. Commission thought that there is a specific form of use restriction and since the use restrictions that relate to the territory where the buyer of the produced gas may sell it, it will lead to partitioning of the market and the outcome would not be compatible with competition law. Because of the Commission’s opinion and possible measures, DONG undertook to refrain from buying the volumes that are dedicated by the DUC partners to new customers and furthermore not to buy new gas from new DUC partners for three years. 

Regarding the access, DONG undertook to introduce improved access regime for its off-shore pipeline that link Danish gas fields to the Danish mainland. It also undertook to increase the transparency of the system by publishing information on available capacity in order to allow short-term trading regime that is in line with the access regime and also to introduce interruptible transmission contracts. 

In the cases where the Commission was investigating actions of joint marketing of gas the Commission decided according to the Article 101(1) TFEU and it found two variations of violation of the abovementioned article. In the Corrib case there was an obvious territorial sales restriction within the production and sales of gas. As seen earlier, horizontal agreements are one of the agreements that fall within the scope of Article 101(1) TFEU, and are therefore not permitted. In the GFU case the joint selling of gas was happening in a form of
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cartel,\textsuperscript{102} which is one of the hardcore restriction of the Article 101(1) TFEU and therefore the Commission once again proved that it is exercising its competence in the right way and trying to develop the fully competitive internal market of gas. Another hardcore restriction that appeared in the investigations is also the DUC case where the Commission interpreted the collective negotiation of the DUC members as joint coordination of sales that restricted competition. If we apply the decision of the Commission to the wording of Article 101TFEU, we can see that the Commission was deciding within the usual interpretation of the Article and therefore showed its intention to develop the gas market to the terms of fair competition as they are applied in other sectors.

2.2.1.1.2 Territorial sales restrictions: ‘Destination Clauses’

The purpose of these investigations was to identify and analyze cases that involve long-term exclusive supply contracts that had potential foreclosure effects for new participants.\textsuperscript{103} Commission investigated territorial sales restrictions in gas supply contracts that occurred between non-EU gas producers and EU gas wholesalers, which can also be named destination clauses.\textsuperscript{104} These clauses prohibit resale of the gas purchased to consumers that are outside of the usual supply area of the importer.\textsuperscript{105} The most relevant cases investigated are the NLNG case, the Gazprom cases and GDF/ENEL, GDF/ENI cases.

In the NLNG case the Commission found only one of the various contracts with the EU wholesalers that included territorial sales restriction and the company agreed to release its customer from such obligation.\textsuperscript{106} But the Commission was concerned that the supply contracts contain profit-splitting mechanisms that are affecting the EU markets.\textsuperscript{107} Such clauses-
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es oblige the buyer to pass over to the producer a share of the profits that are made when reselling the gas outside of the agreed territory.\textsuperscript{108} Since the Commission did not find any such clauses and the NLNG gave an undertaking not to implement such clauses would be implemented in the future, the case was settled. Russian company Gazprom was investigated in three cases, with collaboration with Italian company ENI, Austrian company OMV and German company Ruhrgas. The cases were settled after the companies deleted the restrictive clause from their contracts and after ENI and OMV committed to take pro-competitive measures that promoted gas-to-gas competition in the EU, including an offer to sell big amounts of Russian gas in Italy and other Member States and therefore develop the Trans-Austrian Gas pipeline\textsuperscript{109} (hereinafter: TAG).\textsuperscript{110} Since there already are few suppliers of gas on the market, the efforts by the Commission should be made in a way to ensure that the suppliers are not further reduced.\textsuperscript{111}

In the case between ENI and Russian gas, there were two sets of undertakings included in the settlement of the case.\textsuperscript{112} Regarding contractual issues, ENI had to oblige to delete territorial sales restrictions from their contracts and get two delivery points instead of one and to delete the provision that obliges Gazprom to obtain ENI’s consent when selling gas to other customers in Italy.\textsuperscript{113}
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As accompanying measures ENI gave three undertakings that were to release significant quantities of gas to customers outside Italy over a 5 year period (most likely to benefit: Austria and Germany).\textsuperscript{114}

In the case of OMV and Russian gas, OMV granted the same undertakings as ENI regarding the TAG pipeline and additionally, they agreed to delete territorial sales restrictions from their existing supply contracts and to delete contractual provisions that obliged Gazprom to offer any gas destined for Austria first to OMV and Russian gas. Austria is an important transit route for Russian gas exports to the French, German and Italian gas markets and consequently, it would be an important constraint on OMV.\textsuperscript{115}

In the case of Ruhrgas and Russian gas there were two undertakings implemented: to delete the territorial sales restrictions from the contracts under investigation, to delete the ‘most favored customer’ clauses from their agreements that obliged Gazprom to offer similar conditions to Ruhrgas as it would have offered Ruhrgas’ competitors on the wholesale market in Germany.\textsuperscript{116}

In the GDF contracts with ENEL and ENI, the Commission investigated two contracts concluded by GDF with two Italian companies and each of them was found to contain a territorial restriction clause and constituted a restriction of competition.\textsuperscript{117} The fact that concerned the Commission was the transportation of natural gas purchased by ENI in northern Europe. GDF transported the gas across French territory to the border with Switzerland where ENI obliged to market the gas exclusively after the gas had left France.\textsuperscript{118} In the connection with ENEL, the last was required to use the issued LNG gas only in Italy.\textsuperscript{119} Commission concluded that such measures were made to partition the national markets and prevent con-
sumers of natural gas established in France from obtaining supplies from ENEL and ENI and that was in contravention with the Article 101 TFEU.  

In the investigations regarding destination clauses the Commission was looking upon the vertical restrictions on commercial freedom of gas sales. Because vertical restrictions can be as damaging as horizontal restrictions, was the Commission acting rather strict when deciding upon the cases. In the GDF it found that the two clauses restricted the territory where ENI and ENEL were able to resell the gas, which caused partitioning of the market and is therefore not allow to be considered as an exemption of the prohibition of Article 101 TFEU. Commission was also showing its strong position on not allowing destination clauses in the Gazprom cases.

2.2.1.2 Commission's investigations in 2005-2007

In the second round carried the Commission out investigations about the long term contracts on a number of gas market participants.

2.2.1.2.1 E.ON Ruhrgaz and GDF

The Commission started investigation that followed surprise inspections upon alleged collusion that were carried out in 2006 on E.ON and GDF. In that case the companies agreed not to sell gas transported over the pipeline in each other’s home markets, which presents a territorial restriction that, as seen in previous paragraphs, has a potential on distorting of competition. Companies agreed between that GDF would not sell any gas transported over the MEGAL pipeline in Germany and Ruhrgas would act the same in France. Furthermore was the Ruhrgas’ supply area de facto protected by a system of “demarcation agreements”. Due to their actions, the companies deliberately denied French and German
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gas consumers the benefits granted in the Directive.\textsuperscript{124} Because of the breaches the companies were fined.

With the decision in this case confirmed the Commission its position that territorial restriction clauses infringe Article 101 (ex 81) TFEU.\textsuperscript{125} The Commission decided in this area not only that contract clauses that explicitly forbid resale of products in a specific territory distort competition, but also that other contractual mechanisms that have equivalent effects to territorial restrictions lead to the same result as they make resale less attractive or economically feasible.\textsuperscript{126} The Commission also stated in the Paragraph 49 of the Commission Guidelines on Vertical Restraints\textsuperscript{127} that “a hardcore restriction set out in Article 4(b) of the Block Exemption Regulation relates to market partitioning by territory or by customer.”

But what I find more important is that, furthermore, the Commission stated in the same decision that such a hardcore restriction might be the result of either direct obligations not to sell to customers in certain territories or a result of indirect measures that are aimed at distributors not to sell to such customers such as a certain type defined in the contract.\textsuperscript{128}

2.2.1.2.2 ENI Group

ENI Group was investigated upon alleged foreclosure of the Italian Gas Supply Markets. Behavior of the ENI Group was suspected that it has been aimed at the exclusion of potential competitors from Italian gas supply markets (so called market foreclosure) and therefore the Commission decided to start investigation.\textsuperscript{129} ENI proposed to divest its stakes in the transmission pipelines as this structural remedy has the potential to remove the concern
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of the conflict of interest that is resulting from a vertical integration made by the Company.\textsuperscript{130}

Commission explained that the legal base for the decision lies in Article 11(6) of Council Regulation 1/2003 and Article 2(1) of Commission Regulation 773/2004. This is important because Commission showed that it is not deciding such cases only on the basis of the Treaty, but also upon the sources of secondary, sector specific legislation.

### 2.2.1.2.3 RWE AG

RWE AG was investigated by the Commission due to a suspected foreclosure of German gas supply markets. The Commission suspected that there might have been a possible exclusion of potential competitors from the RWE’s gas transport network in its core area (North Rhine-Westphalia) by putting in place artificial obstacles that the competitors had to overcome.\textsuperscript{131} Inspection of the RWE started by the Commission in 2006 because of the suspicions that RWE creates obstacles to third party access.\textsuperscript{132}

The key concern of the investigation was a potential abuse of a dominant position by raising rivals’ costs and preventing new entrants from getting access to capacity on gas transport infrastructure in Germany. New entry into gas market means access to gas transport infrastructure and prevention from it can hinder the development of competition in energy markets that are in the process of being liberalized. Suspected obstacles in the presented case were, in particular, high prices charged for access to gas networks operated by RWE, inflation of RWE TSO’s, maintenance of an artificial network fragmentation and failure to release transportation capacity to allow customer switching.\textsuperscript{133}
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Due to Commission’s concerns and to avoid the fine, RWE proposed following commitments. RWE committed to divest around 4000 km of the German high transmission network, which actually equals RWE’s high-pressure transmission network in Germany. Furthermore committed RWE that in the parts of the network where RWE is not an exclusive owner, it divests entire share. As a next commitment made by RWE was a commitment to divest auxiliary equipment that is necessary for the operation of the transmission network. RWE also committed to divest intangible assets that are necessary for operation of transmission network. Additionally, RWE committed to supply the purchaser for a limited period of up to five gas years following closing of the divestiture with auxiliary services necessary for the operation of the transmission network.

It seems that although Commission showed its relatively strong position on the protection of fair competition in the gas markets, the gas utilities still did not act in accordance to it. Therefore the Commission investigated on more cases regarding horizontal restriction, such as in the case of E.ON Ruhrgas and GDF. As stated earlier, the Commission showed its strong stand that it will not look only upon a strict formal interpretation of contractual clauses, but it will look into any types of arrangements, which is as well in accordance with the interpretation of Article 101 TFEU. Additionally, in the case of ENI group focused the Commission to the sector specific legislation and applied secondary legislation in its decision, which shows the development of the fair competition in the sector.

2.2.1.3 Commission’s inspections in the natural gas sector 2007-2010

After the investigations made in Western Europe, the Commission continued its work in 2007 in several companies in the Central and Eastern European countries. In the new investigations the Commission focused on the companies of Central and Eastern Member States and furthermore on the upstream supply level in which the competition may be hampered
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or delayed. The Commission decided for the inspections due to suspicions of exclusionary behavior, such as market partitioning, obstacles to network access, barriers to supply diversification and possible exploitative behavior, such as excessive pricing. The Commission again based its decisions primary on the Articles 101 and 102 TFEU.

2.2.1.3.1 Gazprom

The European Commission published a Fact Sheet on the Statement of Objections to Gazprom as the Gazprom has been negligent to the EU competition rules. In the Fact Sheet it is stated that a number of territorial restrictions in its supply agreements with wholesalers preventing the export of gas in eight EU Member States in Central Europe and the Baltics.

The Commission stated that Gazprom might be hindering cross-border gas sales by imposing export ban clauses, destination clauses and other measures that prevent cross-border flow of gas.

As stated by the Commission in the factsheet on the Statement of Objections to Gazprom, territorial restrictions mean that Member States have no access to imported gas at potentially more competitive prices. Furthermore, states the Commission, the negative impact of territorial restrictions is that they are preventing cross border flows of gas and are consequently leading to market partitioning.
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In the present case, the Commission’s preliminary conclusion is that Gazprom charged unfair prices in five Central and Eastern European countries.\(^\text{142}\) Regarding the charging of unfair prices by Gazprom, the latter was violating Article 102, as it abused dominant position that affected interstate trade in the five Central and Eastern European countries. Therefore it is important that the Commission recognized the violation by Gazprom and investigated on the case. Only in that way can the Commission contribute to constant development of the fully liberalized market.

### 2.2.2 Long term contracts v. trading hubs in competition law perspective

Marketing of gas in the past was highly determined by the so-called long-term contracts between the buyers and suppliers that are usually determined by oil-indexed contract prices that are being monthly recalculated.\(^\text{143}\) In such contracts the delivery of gas is settled for a certain time period, which is usually more than five years and it can go up to as much as five years.\(^\text{144}\) That leads to a certainty of the supplier that he will sell a certain amount of its gas to the buyers and will not have to compete with other utilities on a day-to-day basis. Additionally, it is rather common that the parties of the contract include in the contract a take-or-pay obligation, where they agree on an annual volume of gas a buyer needs to receive, no matter its demand and if not, it has to pay a certain amount. Long-term contracts also include the volume flexibility where they decide a minimum and maximum volume that will be traded in a certain time period.\(^\text{145}\) Another aspect that makes the long-term contracts flexible is the carry forward possibility, when the parties move the volumes of the traded gas from one year to another.\(^\text{146}\) If we refer long term contracts to the Article 101 TFEU, the Article prohibits agreements that may effect trade between Member State and have an effect of preventing, restricting or distorting competition. Therefore, the long-term
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contracts in itself could also be non-restrictive to competition, but when they are including the take-or-pay obligations in themselves, than they restrict competition to a big extent, as the new players are not able to enter the trade and additionally, they harm the end-users as the prices of gas are not set by the free market. If we relate long term agreements with take-or-pay obligations to the provisions of the Article 101 TFEU we can see that the conditions of the prohibitive agreements are fulfilled as there are two or more undertakings entering a conduct that is in a form of an agreement, which has an object of restricting competition that has an appreciable effect.

Therefore the goal of the European Commission is to reduce the long-term contracts for the sell of gas and instead impose trade of gas in the trading hubs.\textsuperscript{147} The plus side of trading hubs is that trading happens anonymously, so that the parties of the trade do not know who is the seller and who is the buyer.\textsuperscript{148} Because the liberalization of the gas market is relatively new, the trading hubs have also not been historically present in the gas market. They are, as the European gas market in general, in different developing stages around Europe. Therefore they could theoretically be split into four categories; advanced hubs, advancing hubs, developing hubs and illiquid hubs.\textsuperscript{149} The two hubs that are considered as advanced hubs are National Balancing Point hub in Great Britain and TTF hub in the Netherlands.\textsuperscript{150} The two hubs are determined with broad liquidity, sizeable forward markets that are a contribution to their role in supply hedging, larger presence of financial players and price reference for other EU hubs and for long-term contracts indexation.\textsuperscript{151} The advancing hubs are found in the North-West of Europe and are determined by an ongoing increasing liquidity, they are more reliant on spot
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products and balancing operations and they progress on supply hedging role. The developing hubs are found in the Central European region and they are following the trend of the advanced and advancing hubs. There are hubs in Iberia and the Baltics that are illiquid and they are determined by an improving liquidity from a lower base that are taking advantage of enhanced interconnectivity and the liquidity is partially driven by market obligations imposed on incumbents. Markets at the illiquid hubs are still significantly more reliant on long-term contracts and the market places are very embryonic organized. The situation of the various hubs in Europe reflects, to a big extent, the situation of the development of the EU gas market. Illiquid hubs are mostly located in the Eastern Europe and the Baltics where there is known to be no cross-border cooperation of the gas trading and the countries are dependent purely on the Russian gas. The West-North European hubs are either advanced or advancing and very functioning. The trade on the hubs is rather big and broad in comparison to the Member States where the gas market is not that liberalized. Trading hubs have consequences for fair competition in the gas market to the extend that there is no long-term obligation for the buyers to buy a certain amount of gas in a long term. If we i.e. take a look at the NBP hub, we can see that 70% of the gas sold is over the Counter volumes and the price is not oil indexed, but it reflects commodity price with no geographic differentials. Such market based pricing is found in the TTF hub as well, where shippers are responsible for keeping balance in the so-called “green zone” in their portfolios while buying and selling the gas.

Developed trading hubs within the EU would bring a very liberalized financial market of gas trade that would be within the policy of the EU regarding fair competition. As seen at
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the two advanced hubs, the price of gas is not prone to oil prices, but is based on the economical situation of supply and demand. Therefore, more companies are able to enter and compete in the trade. As the sales of gas are anonymous, there is less possibility for restrictive agreements between companies, which brings the situation a step closer to the fully liberalized market.

2.2.2.1 Pipeline Competition

Because of its specificities and strong connections of the transportation of gas to the pipelines, the transmission of gas represents a sort of natural monopoly. Therefore it is even more important to strictly observe trade of gas and consideration of fair competition rules in the so called physical market of gas.\textsuperscript{159}

Pipeline competition appears in cases where in the network of two or more transmission system operators those compete between each other.\textsuperscript{160}

When assessing pipeline competition the relevant market and measurements of market concentration need to be made and in the case of pipeline competition the relevant product market is service of gas transportation.\textsuperscript{161} In order to secure fair pipeline competition, the company that owns pipelines needs to impose fair conditions for other entities to use the pipeline. As it was stated in the Exxon/Mobil case\textsuperscript{162} “it is always cheaper and quicker for the incumbents to increase their capacity than it is for a newcomer to build a new pipeline.”\textsuperscript{163}

Such organization of pipelines is considered as the Third Party Access and was also described earlier in the thesis, with the Third Gas Directive. Third Party Access (hereinafter: TPA) presents a legally enforceable right for third parties that are not owners of the net-
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work pipelines to have a non-discriminatory access to pipeline networks.\textsuperscript{164} TPA is important because it is the first step in establishing competitive access, is necessary in the liberalized market and separates the ownership of the network infrastructure from the ownership of commodity.\textsuperscript{165} The essential part of TPA in the competition of gas network is that the owners of the network either agree or are obliged to allow the transit of the third parties’ gas through their network.\textsuperscript{166}

Organization of access to the system is regulated in the Chapter 7 of the Directive. Article 32 of the Directive states that the Member States shall ensure the implementation of a system of third party access to the transmission and distribution system based on published tariffs and that those tariffs need to be applied objectively and without discrimination between system users. Article 34 of the Directive\textsuperscript{167} imposes the rules on the access to upstream pipeline networks. In the paragraph 1 it is stated that the Member State shall take the necessary measures to ensure that natural gas undertakings and eligible customers are able to obtain access to upstream pipeline networks.\textsuperscript{168} In order to provide such access, the Member States shall apply the objectives of fair and open access, achieving a competitive market in natural gas and avoiding any abuse of a dominant position.\textsuperscript{169} Furthermore, paragraph two lists the matters that may be taken into account. But the list is open ended and therefore further matters could be taken into consideration.

TPA could be interpreted as plausible for both, the owner of the pipeline that would sell out its spare capacities, and the users of pipelines that would be able to transfer their gas
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through pipelines that are already built and not have enormous expenses in building their own pipelines, especially if the gas providers are smaller entities.

3 Picture of gas market in Central Europe regarding liberalization and fair competition

Gas market in Central Europe is different from the gas market in the Western Europe, due to its historical background of communism and totally state owned companies. There is also lower energy consumption present in the Central and Eastern European countries. As the energy market in the Central (and Eastern) European countries was not as developed, the main major investors in the gas market were foreign companies.

The main investors in the area are two German companies, E.ON Ruhrgas and RWE, two French companies: EDF and GDF Suez and Italian company Enel. There is only one Central European energy company that has important assets in other Central and Eastern European countries and that is Czech company CEZ. Another important fact of the Central and Eastern European countries is that most of their markets are very concentrated and they have one incumbent company that is dominating the market with market shares 80-90%. As the countries entered EU in 2004 and 2007, the energy Directives were introduced later and some of the countries were granted some exceptions. Due to the smaller size of the gas markets and lower development of the gas markets in the Central European countries, some authors state that there is still ‘no real competition’ present. To get a better picture of what ‘no real competition’ in the Central European Countries mean, we
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can take a short look at some of the gas markets in the area.\textsuperscript{176}

3.1 Situation on the Gas Market in Hungary

Hungary has four large gas suppliers and one major player in the wholesale market is E.ON Földgáz Trade.\textsuperscript{177} Although country has some limited domestic sources of gas, dominance of the Russian gas is still present and that fact leads to a lack of competition in the country and high prices of gas for buyers.\textsuperscript{178} In addition it was also reported that imports from Austria increased due to favorable price conditions putting considerable pressure on take-or-pay clauses from long-term agreement with Gazprom.\textsuperscript{179} The fact of present take-or-pay clauses does show that unfair competition was present in the Hungarian gas market.

But the fact that gas wholesale market concentration has been decreasing for a couple of years primarily due to diversified imports\textsuperscript{180} shows a promising fact that the Hungarian gas market is moving towards liberalization of its gas market.

3.2 Level of competition and cross border cooperation in gas market of Czech Republic

In Czech Republic is the largest gas company RWE that also has shares in six of the eight distribution companies in the country.\textsuperscript{181} For example, in 2012 there were 25 entities that imported gas into the country, of which the largest ones were RWE Transgas, WINGAS Gmbh&CO. and VNG Energie.\textsuperscript{182} As said, there is a national gas company CEZ, that is
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also present in the markets of other Member States. Gas was mostly imported from Russia and Norway through long-term contracts, which is not in all cases that plausible according to the Commission’s opinion on the effect of such contracts to the competition. But what is plausible is that the gas was also bought through European exchanges. Additionally, it was also reported competition in the retail market have been increasing, which is an indicator of the country’s compliance with the EU’s energy liberalization package. Market concentration might as well get lower since the GAZELLE pipeline was completed and it connects OPAL and MEGAL gas pipelines that expand to the transmission of the gas supplying Germany and France. Furthermore, Czech-Polish interconnector plays an important role in the integration and liberalization of the gas market in the region and because of cooperation with Slovakia and Hungary, a positive effect in a form of the price stability has shown lately. Such a positive effect shows the increase of the market competition. Because of that positive effect and the importance of the cross border cooperation in the gas market it was reported that the further investment in cross-border connectors will also increase the competition in the gas market.

Regarding unbundling, in 2013 a certification decision regarding NET4GAS was issued and it opted for the status of Independent Operator and furthermore, gas distribution companies are legally unbundled from the Transmission system operator, gas trading companies and gas storage operators. The last is very plausible regarding the Third Gas Directive whose one of the main new goals is to achieve unbundling that promotes competition in a sense that it prohibits the system operators to promote its gas suppliers and pro-
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ducers and therefore distort the competition. Because of unbundling, different suppliers of
gas are able to enter into the relevant gas market.

In December 2015, Czech national Energy Authority issued a Regulation on the Rules of
gas market in Czech Republic, where it set rules of gas market liberalization in accordance
with EU legislation. That fact is important because it shows that not only Member States
with advanced gas competitive market are following instructions of EU regarding liberali-
zation of the gas sector.

3.3 Does Poland comply with rules of EU on the internal gas market?

Maybe the least competition-developed country is Poland, where a national company
PGNIG, which is still 100% state owned, holds a near monopoly position in the market. There was recently launched a ruling from the CJEU in a case of the European Commission
against Poland.

The CJEU ruled that Poland’s national legislation on regulating natural gas prices for non-
household off-takers fails to comply with the EU internal energy market rules. The
Commission argued in this case that the Articles 47 and 56 of the Polish Energy Act, that
require all the undertakings to submit to the President of URE for approval of tariffs that
they intended to apply, and provide a financial penalty for non-compliance with that obli-
gation, were contrary to Article 3(1) of Directive 2003/55, because the mentioned Articles
discriminate between undertakings. The Commission argued that because of the URE’s
intervention in pricing, the Republic of Poland has also failed to fulfill its obligations under
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Article 25(1)(h) of the Directive 2003/55 on the placing up bodies responsible for regulating the gas market, particularly in terms of transparency and competition. Commission claimed in its statement that Poland mostly failed to fulfill the condition of proportionality when imposing a measure in its Energy Act as it did not impose any time limit regarding obligation to submit for approval of the prices of the gas supply. Additionally, the Commission stated that, since there is a 95% monopoly of one energy utility in Poland, that obviously distorts competition, the State should intervene in order to eliminate monopoly. The Court also agreed with the Commission’s statement that the regulatory mechanism of Polish natural gas supply prices for non-residential customers does not meet the requirement of proportionality as it’s not limited in time and does not establish distinction between customers that are supplied.

In its consideration the Court concluded that the findings of the Commission were correct and that the Republic of Poland, when applying a state intervention system that is consisted of the obligation for energy companies practice of natural gas supply prices that need to be approved by the president of Regulatory Office for energy, and where this obligation is not limited in time and whose national law does not require administration to periodically review the need for and modalities of application in the gas sector, depending on the evolution of it, which is characterized by its application to an undefined circle of beneficiaries or customers, without distinguishing between customers according to their situation, failed to fulfill the requirement of provisions of Article 3(1),(2) of Directive 2009/73/EC.

The judgment of the CJEU in the above mentioned case is important, as we have seen that Poland’s gas market is one of the least developed gas markets in the EU and is still consists of a monopoly to a big extent. Additionally is the judgment important because it is one of
the very first judgments made by CJEU regarding the Third Gas Directive, which is a sign of constant and further development of the common gas market, especially since the CJEU gave an answer to preliminary ruling in the case Federutility and others \(^{199}\) on the questions regarding the second Gas Directive. In that case the Court decided that the Articles 3(2) and 23(1) of the Directive 2003/55 do not preclude national legislation that permits determination of the price level for the supply of natural gas defined as reference prices, as long as such intervention pursues economic interest, compromises the free determination of prices for the supply of natural gas in so far as is necessary in object and in time and is defined, transparent, non discriminatory and verifiable and guarantees equal access for EU gas companies to consumers. \(^{200}\)

### 3.4 Level of fair competition in the Slovenian gas market

Slovenian gas market is rather small and relatively new. Except of the small production onshore in the 80’s there is no production of gas in the country. Therefore gas market is mostly present at midstream and downstream level. Country gets most of the gas from the Austrian TAG pipeline and the suppliers of the gas are Austrian OMV and Russian Gazprom. \(^{201}\) Gas comes into the country also through Croatia from the South and from Italy in the West. \(^{202}\) All together, Slovenia gets 42% of imported gas originating in Russia, 16% originated in Algeria, 7% of gas comes from Italy and 35% from Austria. \(^{203}\)

Slovenia was, in addition, also cooperating with the Russian gas incumbent Gazprom in the project of the South Stream Pipeline, where it would play an important strategic role in transmission of gas, as it would go through Slovenia to Austria and then further to other European countries. There is also a primarily spot for further power exchanges located at
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Borzen in Ljubljana.\textsuperscript{204}

The biggest gas supplier in Slovenia is the local company Geoplin d.o.o. (herein after: Geoplin). It supplies gas to Slovenian users from its foreign contractors. Gas transmission system operator in Slovenia is Plinovodi d.o.o. (herein after: Plinovodi). On the first sight, such a structure seems pretty much in accordance with the Third Gas Directive, but the issue is that Plinovodi has been in the hands of Geoplin, the biggest provider of gas in the country.

In the last couple of months, there have been made big changes in the energy sector in Slovenia. The Slovenian National Holding planned, together with the gas distributor Petrol, to totally separate gas provider company Geoplin from the gas transmission operator Plinovodi, in three steps. First of all, Geoplin and Plinovodi would be separated and Plinovodi would be renamed into Infrastruktura.\textsuperscript{205} After the separation, the shares of the gas transmission operator would be sold, where the state would hold the majority, 50,01\% of the shares.\textsuperscript{206} In the last step would the state sell 15\% of Geoplin to the local gas distribution company Petrol and keep 25\% of the shares of that company. That would lead Geoplin to become a player on the gas market and not anymore strategic investment of the state.\textsuperscript{207} The strategy seems very plausible in a sense of the free internal gas market, but what brought my attention is the fact that Plinovodi would as a gas transmission operator operate the gas network as a commercial public service, which means that it would, to big extend, be controlled by the state. That seems a bit concerning as the state would be a part owner of that company, instead of let it open to a free competitive market.

But until now, the gas system operator in Slovenia Plinovodi d.o.o., reports regularly on the reported available capacities that can be used by third parties and it also sets the conditions
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on how to apply for the third party access and therefore complies with the regulation of the 
EU.\textsuperscript{208}

The company also cooperates in a big extent with foreign companies. In its report of the 
10-years plan there are 18 projects of connecting points with foreign companies that were 
also supported by the European Commission and recognized as the projects of common 
interest.\textsuperscript{209} In its report from 2014, reported Plinovodi d.o.o., that the biggest interest of use 
of available capacities of the pipeline system in Slovenia is present in the pipeline towards 
Croatia and it is also reported that the demand for capacity of that pipeline is bigger than 
availability.\textsuperscript{210} That pipeline goes from the Austrian entry point to the Croatian point, 
which has lately included a lot of short-term contracts.\textsuperscript{211} That shows first of all, that the 
cross-border cooperation is present which means that the gas market is not closed only to a 
national level and second of all, short term contracts are more plausible in a sense of the 
Third Gas Directive than long term contracts as they encourage competition in the market.

Regarding control of the gas company and gas operator’s actions, it can be believed that 
there would be actions imposed by the Slovenian courts in case of non-competitiveness 
with the EU competition rules. The reason to believe so is because there were decisions 
made against both electricity and mobile companies made already upon antitrust rules.\textsuperscript{212}
But since the Slovenian gas market is rather less developed than average Member States’ 
market and there is no production of gas present in the country, some time should pass 
before making some certain conclusions.

Geoplín has been investigated and decided about by the Slovenian Competition Protection 
Agency (herein after: CPA) regarding its anti-competitive behavior. On the 19\textsuperscript{th} of July
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2013 the CPA published that it will launch a procedure against Geoplin due to the possible anti-competitive behavior, more precisely the abuse of dominant position in the Slovenian gas market, and asked all the participants in that market, that have any kind of information regarding Geoplin’s actions, to provide the information to the CPA.\(^{213}\)

The CPA than launched its decision in January 2015. In its decision of the procedure regarding violation of the Article 9 of ZPOmk-1 (Slovenian law of Consumers Protection) and Article 102 TFEU from the 12.1.2015 concluded the CPA that Geoplin had been abusing its dominant position in the gas market of industrial consumers in the market of the Republic of Slovenia and consequently also in a considerable part of the common internal market of the EU at least since the 1\(^{st}\) of July 2007.\(^{214}\)

The CPA wrote in its decision that Geoplin’s actions could potentially harm the trade of gas between the Member States, especially with signing long-term contracts of the gas supply with industrial consumers, as in these contracts the minimum amount of the received gas is settled at the time of signing the contract.\(^{215}\) Geoplin also included fines in its contracts in cases when its contractors would not take in the amount of gas as negotiated in the contract.\(^{216}\) Geoplin did, with such actions tie its customers to itself and therefore prevented and/or make difficult for them to enter other markets, with which it violated Article 9 ZPOmk-1 and Article 102 TFEU.\(^{217}\)

Due to its findings the CPA decided that Geoplin has to stop with such anti-competitive practices within the three months after the decision and furthermore to inform the CPA
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about the sanctions it imposed in order to achieve the purpose of the decision.\textsuperscript{218} Additionally, Geoplin was not allowed to make any further actions in the future that are similar to the ones that had been imposed prior to the CPA decision.\textsuperscript{219}

But unfortunately the Administrative Court did not agree with the whole procedure of the CPA and it abolished its decision because, in the Court’s opinion, the CPA did not take into account the economic consideration of the factors that are needed in order to define the relevant market.\textsuperscript{220} The Court returned the decision of the CPA into new procedure and ordered the CPA to take into consideration the so-called problems that the Court underlined. But in such a decision by the court it seemed as the Court was not deciding completely objectively as it, in some way, protected the Geoplin, and on the other side, it did not take into account the fact that CPA was deciding in compliance with the practice of the European Commission. Furthermore, the Court also exposed the fact that, in its opinion, the CPA did not prove the dominant position of Geoplin in the Slovenian gas market, although the CPA provided information of the very high market share of Geoplin and its liquidity.\textsuperscript{221}

Because of the decision of the Administrative Court filed Geoplin a request for interim measure to uphold the CPA decision. But both Administrative Court and furthermore the Supreme Court of the Republic of Slovenia refused the Geoplin’s request.\textsuperscript{222} Geoplin underlined in its complaint that the CPA did not clarify enough what kind of actions Geoplin needs to uphold in the future and that Geoplin therefore is not able to choose appropriate measures, which has lead to damage for the company.\textsuperscript{223} But the Supreme Court decided
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and underlined that it is clearly seen from the CPA’s decision, which actions are prohibited in the future, and furthermore, that Geoplin did not prove clearly enough on what kind of irreversible damage was done to the company.\textsuperscript{224} Therefore Geoplin is still obliged to impose the measures that are competitive friendly and in accordance with the CPA’s requirements.

Recently, there was a new case launched by the CPA upon the request for concentration of two companies, Geoplin as the supplier of the gas and Petrol as one of the biggest distributors of gas in the country. Geoplin already possesses 39\% of the shares of Petrol.\textsuperscript{225} Due to the consideration of the market share and market power of the two companies, the CPA decided to refuse the permission of concentration of the two companies as it would present a dominant position in the market that would most possibly be abusive.\textsuperscript{226}

Only the future will show what the changes will bring, but according to Petrol’s and Geoplin’s history, the state involvement might as well hold the market very rigid. Additionally, the European Commission reported that the CPA should have more financial resources to be able to work optimally and observe all the actions of the business actors that might represent a concern to the fair competition.\textsuperscript{227}

3.5 Picture of gas market in Croatia

Croatia holds reserves of gas that are possible for exploration and production of gas, but its upstream gas market is still uncertain as the Croatian government postponed signing of the deals with Eni SpA, Medoil Plc, INA Industrija Nafte d.d., Oando Inc and Vermilion Energy Inc for on-shore and off-shore drilling.\textsuperscript{228}
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Biggest gas company in the country is a national company INA. Otherwise, Croatia is having a good cross-border cooperation of gas trade with Slovenia, especially because of the inter-connection point in the north-west of the country. Croatian imports of gas are mostly from Italy. That fact might present a concern as it means that there is no variety of actors in the Croatian gas market and it shows the, mostly, overall picture of the gas market especially in Central and Eastern European countries and it also shows that the market liberalization has not been imposed to the biggest extend yet.

3.6 Conclusion

In Central Europe, the gas market is not yet fully developed in terms of fair competition and liberalization. Most of the gas is imported from Russia and cross-border cooperation is not as developed as it is in the Western Europe. As seen in example of Hungary, because of the dominance of the Russian gas there has been a lack of competition. The situation confirms the meaning of the provisions of Article 102 TFEU that prohibits abuse of dominant position in the market.

But the Central European countries are slowly moving towards liberalized gas market with various competitors present. One example is Czech Republic, where there were recently imposed national rules on unbundling, that are implementing provisions of the Third Gas Directive. The regulation imposed an Independent Operator and it unbundled distributor of gas from the TSOs, gas trading companies and storage operators, which will impose less rigid market more prone to competition that should lead to better choice for consumers and more fair prices of natural gas.

Another aspect of market liberalization is also that the process is being controlled by the Commission, CJEU and National Competition Authorities. The first two were involved in the case of regulation of Polish regulation of natural gas prices and showed that the supervision of the development of the fully-competitive, liberalized market. National Competition Authority of the Republic of Slovenia on the other hand, showed its big involvement
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on supervision of imposing of fair market and gas trade. It investigated the biggest national gas provider several times, on the terms of merger control, as also on abuse of dominant position.

4 How to successfully enter the European gas market under the condition of ‘fair competition’

When one is entering the European gas market, one needs to consider rules competition rules in the EU. In order to successfully enter the European gas market, one needs to consider what type of agreements he is making with other gas utilities. One needs to consider that the agreements are not violating the legislation of the EU, both on primary and secondary level. On the primary level gas utilities need to consider that the agreements they are making are not violating Article 101 TFEU, in a sense seen earlier. The agreements should not distort competition and present horizontal or vertical restrictions. Furthermore should the acts of the gas utilities entering the market not cause a dominant position that is abusive in the market of a Member State and also as a part of internal market. When entering the EU gas market, it is also important to consider the sector specific regulation, such as provisions of the Third Gas Directive or Gas Regulation.

Business utilities are of course trying to find a solution that is economically best for them and yet not taking into account all the rules of the liberalized gas market. On the other hand, the Commission might think mostly about the legal aspect of the actions of the utilities, not yet taking a full consideration of the economic consequences for the companies.

4.1 Stringent requirements by the Member States

Member States' authorities need to impose stringent and consistent requirements in order to the gas utilities to obey them and consequently to achieve a liberalised market. A proof that consistency of the authorities could be successful is seen in the case of E.ON, where E.ON gave up its resistance against liberalisation.231 The possible reasons that the E.ON gave up
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its resistance is that either the company was not able to resist any longer the push for liberalisation or that non-cooperation would be economically harmful in the long term.\textsuperscript{232} In order to achieve mutual interest between gas utilities and governments of the EU Member States, the EU should develop a regulatory framework that balances the interests of the EU and its external suppliers.\textsuperscript{233} Regulators should, during their work, still take a strong stand with respect to the enforcement of the competition rules so that the exporters to the EU would either except market reality or risk losing market imports for reasons other than competition in the gas market.\textsuperscript{234} Furthermore, should the regulators impose a system where the transportation of gas between new entry and exit points would be a matter of EU internal coordination and where the European TSOs would have to guarantee access for all gas exporters to all costumers within the EU.\textsuperscript{235}

4.2 Modernizing way of trading gas

Since the Commission is not very positive towards long term contracts, due to the provisions that such contracts include, such as destination clauses or take-or-pay obligations of supply contracts, it is important for the gas companies to modernize such contracts and make them more plausible in sense of fair competition. One of the examples is Norwegian compay Statoil that has modernized most of their long term contracts and moved away from oil indexation after commercial negotiations with their counterparts.\textsuperscript{236} One of the ways to conclude what the guidelines for energy utilities on how to act on the relevant market is, can also be found through Madrid European Gas Regulatory Forum. Madrid Forum is gathering twice per year and on the Forum the new guidelines for the internal energy market are being imposed. The purpose of the Madrid Forum is to encourage
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greater convergence of views for the European Energy Market.\textsuperscript{237} The composition of the forum with representatives from Member States governments, European Commission, Council Presidency, EU parliament and representative from all sections of the gas industry ands consumer associations and the EEA\textsuperscript{238} shows its variety and openness for the development of the gas market in Europe.

One of the very important Forums was the 18\textsuperscript{th} Madrid Forum held in 2010 where the consultations with the aim of achieving a common understanding of the Third Energy Package and its impact on the European gas markets were being held.\textsuperscript{239} After the 18\textsuperscript{th} Madrid Forum, the Council of European Energy Regulators (herein after: CEER) wrote down three main Recommendations that were based on the considerations of the current situation on the European gas market.\textsuperscript{240} In the first recommendation the CEER stated that the entry-exit systems should be imposed in all Member States and that in order to fulfill this work, the Member States, TSO’s and other stakeholders should be involved in this work.\textsuperscript{241} In the second recommendation the CEER is proposing to review the market liquidity and market integration on the basis of which the National Regulatory Authorities would then consider whether measures would improve efficiency in the use of interconnection capacity. CEER also developed, as one of the Recommendations, proposals on how to identify and integrate new capacity based on market demand.\textsuperscript{242}
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5 Conclusion

As seen, energy sector has been one of priorities of the EU regarding competition law. As stated in introduction, fair competition is applied to the gas sector through application of the Articles 101 and 102 TFEU when the actions of gas companies make it applicable. On the other hand, it is also included to the market through sector specific legislation.

It has been rather successful at imposing competition rules to gas sector both through case law, as through sector specific legislation, such as energy legislative packages. But the market of gas is not completely liberalized yet, especially not in the Central European countries. One of the reasons is that in the whole European Union, there are seven big energy utilities that are present in several Member States. Most of them are cooperating with each other, mainly through mergers and acquisitions and trying to strengthen their position in the market, which sometimes presents a violation of the provisions of TFEU. Instead, the companies should, according to the Commission work in a way that is compatible with the EU law.\(^\text{243}\)

A rather common action that was seen from the companies’ side is joint marketing of gas, that Commission also investigated. In those cases it was deciding according to the Article 101(1) TFEU and it found two variations of violation of the abovementioned article. In the Corrib case there was an obvious territorial sales restriction within the production and sales of gas, in a form of horizontal agreements. The latter are one of the agreements that fall within the scope of provisions of Article 101(1) TFEU, and are therefore not permitted. In the GFU case the joint selling of gas was happening in a form of cartel,\(^\text{244}\) which is one of the hardcore restriction of the Article 101(1) TFEU and therefore the Commission once again proved that it is exercising its competence in a way of protecting fair competition that leads towards a fully competitive internal market of gas. Another hardcore restriction that appeared in the investigations is also the actions in DUC case where the Commission inter-

\(^{243}\) Commission's investigations in the GFU and Corrib cases.

\(^{244}\) Jones. EU Energy Law Vol. II EU Competition Law and Energy Markets, pp. 128
interpreted the collective negotiation of the DUC members as joint coordination of sales that restricted competition. In this case the Commission did not allow the joint marketing to be interpreted as a block exemption and therefore did not allow it, which shows the Commission’s strong stand against hardcore restrictions of Article 101 TFEU.

Another type of restrictive actions that the Commission did not tolerate and therefore investigated is destination clauses. Therefore the Commission was looking upon the vertical restrictions on commercial freedom of gas sales. Because of damaging effects of vertical restrictions, the Commission was acting rather strict when deciding upon the cases. In the GDF it found that the two clauses that restricted the territory where ENI and ENEL were able to resell the gas caused partitioning of the market. Therefore it did not allow to impose an exemption of the prohibition of Article 101 TFEU. Commission was also showing its strong position on not allowing destination clauses in the Gazprom cases.

But although Commission showed its relatively strong position in the protection of fair competition in the gas markets, the gas utilities were still violating the EU rule on competition. Therefore the Commission investigated more cases regarding horizontal restriction, such as in the case of E.ON Ruhrgas and GDF. The Commission showed its strong stand and it looked into any types of arrangements that could distort competition, which is in accordance with the interpretation of Article 101 TFEU. Additionally, in the case of ENI group the Commission applied sector specific legislation and showed that the companies need to consider Gas Directive and Regulations as well when acting on the gas market.

Commission’s work on progression of fair competition in gas market is constant. In the last round of investigation it investigated that was, first of all abusing its dominant position that affected interstate trade in the five Central and Eastern European countries and therefore violated the prohibition of Article 102 TFEU. Second of all, it imposed territorial restrictions that might result in unfair prices of gas that clearly violates the provisions of Article 101 TFEU. Therefore it is important that the Commission recognized the violation by Gazprom and investigated on the case.

245 Ibid., pp. 177
But it is not just upon the gas companies to change their businesses, it is also upon the Member States to impose the rules that help providing a fully liberalized market in the States and therefore provide a free choice for the consumers. As seen, one of the tools to achieve it is trading hubs. They have consequences for fair competition in the gas market to the extend that there is no long-term obligation for the buyers to buy a certain amount of gas in a long term. If we i.e. take a look at the NBP hub, we can see that 70% of the gas sold is over the Counter volumes and the price is not oil indexed, but it reflects commodity price with no geographic differentials.246

Developed trading hubs within the EU would bring a very liberalized financial market of gas trade that would be within the policy of the EU regarding fair competition. As seen at the two advanced hubs,247 the price of gas is not prone to oil prices, but is based on the economical situation of supply and demand. As the sales of gas are anonymous, there is less possibility for restrictive agreements between companies, which brings the situation a step closer to the fully liberalized market.

Another aspect of gas market that plays an important role at liberalization is access to transmission system in a form of Third Party Access that can be plausible for both the owner, and the users of pipelines that would be able to transfer their gas through pipelines that are already built and not have enormous expenses in building their own pipelines, especially if the gas providers are smaller entities. Another important aspect regarding transmission systems is also making transmission system operators independent from gas companies. As that was not fully achieved after the second energy legislative package, it is important that both the Member States and the EU develop and supervise the development of unbundling in the markets.

Central European countries will in the near future have a lot of work at achieving fully developed market in terms of fair competition and liberalization. On the other hand, the European Commission might need to help them in order to become less dependent from the

246 Institute of Energy for South-East Europe. The outlook for a natural gas trading hub in SE Europe, pp. 25
247 NBP and TTF.
Russian gas imports. That is important because, as seen in example of Hungary, because of
the dominance of the Russian gas there has been a lack of competition.
But some of the Central European countries are slowly moving towards liberalized gas
market with various competitors present. One example is Czech Republic, where there we-
re recently imposed national rules on unbundling, that are implementing provisions of the
Third GasDirective. The regulation imposed an Independent Operator and it unbundled
distributor of gas from the TSOs, gas trading companies and storage operators, which will
should lead to a better choice for customers and more fair prices.
Another aspect of market liberalization that will in the future play a relevant role is also
that the process is being controlled by the Commission, CJEU and National Competition
Authorities. The first two were involved in the case of regulation of Polish regulation of
natural gas prices and showed that the supervision of the development of the fully-
competitive, liberalized market. National Competition Authority of the Republic of Slove-
nia on the other hand, showed its big involvement on supervision of imposing of fair mar-
ket and gas trade. It investigated the biggest national gas provider several times, on the
terms of merger control, as also on abuse of dominant position and showed its strong stand
regarding competition protection.

Achieving a state of a fully liberalised market with fair competition rules and totally liberal-
lised market of gas trade is a lengthy and complicated procedure. Because of all the aspects
that need to be considered and 27 different situations of the market of gas in the EU, the
common internal market is a very high goal to be achieved, but not impossible. As long as
the Member States cooperate with the Commission and supervise the acts of the companies
in accordance with the Energy Legislative package and with the Articles 101 and 102
TFEU, the tendency will go towards the achievement of fully competitive internal market.
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